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Katherine Watkins, Acting Commissioner
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Cambridge, MA 02139
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TDD: 6174999924

November 18, 2022

To: Yi-An Huang
City Manager

From: David Lefcourt
City Arborist

Through: Katherine Watkins
Acting DPW Commissioner

Re: Tree Hearing Recommendation
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The following trees were heard on November 17, 2022. Objections to the removals are
attached.

632 Mass Ave - 2 oaks (8.1"

& 7.6")

VFW Park (street tree on
West side) - 11 .2" linden
45RiverSt-5.7"linden

92 River St - 8" lindcn
148 River St-7.6" linden

160 River St-10.3" ash

202 River St-5.7"lmden

258 River St-6.4" Norway

maple

632 Mass Ave (Carl Barron
Plaza) - 6 trees (2 oaks -
15.2" & II", 4 golden
raintrees-10.8", 11.5",

n.6",&io.n

26 River St - 3.8" red maple

62 River St-3 trees (9.5" &
8.1"lindensand3.1"elm)

94 River St - 4.4" linden
156 River St-1.8" Ginkgo

168 River St-4.3" Ginkgo

222 River St-8.1" linden

17 Central Sq (in median) - 2
Zelkovas(10"&10.8")

44RiverSt-9.3"linden

91 River St - 9" linden

140 River St-7.9" linden

158 River St-7.3" linden

183 River St - 13.3" Norway

maple
248 River St - 3.5 hackberry

DESCRIPTION;
The intitiation of the Public Tree Hearing for the 34 street trees along River Street and within
Carl Barron Plaza was by the City Arborist in response to a request from the Engineering
Division at the Department of Public Works. The City is reconstructing River Street and Carl

Barren Plaza to address utility infrastructure issues and provide new street and open space
designs which meet project goals which are described below. The design requires the removal
of 34 trees due to reconfiguration of the cross-section of River Street, and significant revisions

to Carl BaiTon Plaza.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND:

The City is reconstructing River Street and Carl Barren Plaza to:

• Build new sanitary sewers, stormwater, and water infrastructure to ensure adequate

utility levels of service. Parts of the underground utilities are more than 100 years old
and need replacement.

• Build a new street to allow people of all ages and abilities to move along and across the
street safely, provide spaces for activity near small businesses, and improve the quality
of the landscape and urban design.

• Build a new Carl Barron Plaza which allows for flexibility of use and is welcoming to
all members of the community.

River Street Corridor (23 trees to be removed / 3 trees to be transplanted ,139 new trees to be

planted)
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The proposed design of River Street generally
consists of:

• Street furniture, tree and sidewalk
zones on each side of the street

• A left-side parking/loading lane, or
curb extension/activity zone,

(depending on location)
• A single general travel lane

• A "bus only" lane usable by MBTA

buses, private shuttle or bus operators,

school buses, etc.

• A sidewalk-level bicycle lane on the
right side

In order to provide enough width for snow
plowing and other maintenance activities on
both the roadway and bicycle lane, as well as
ADA compliant driveways, ramps and landing zones, the cross-section encroaches 1 to 2 feet
into existing tree pits at a number of locations. These locations are generally on the south
("even" numbered) side of the corridor. A total of 26 trees are impacted, most of which are in
poor-fair condition. Twenty-three of the trees will be removed, and 3 trees are in suitable
condition to be transplanted to Riverside Press Park.
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Proposed design of River Street - looking eastward



The project proposes to plant a total of 139 new
street trees along the River Street corridor, on

both sides of the street. The new trees will be
planted in sand based structural soil which
generally extends the full of the sidewalk, tree
well, and bicycle lane. This planting method
will provide a much healthier environment for
the new trees as compared to existing trees

which are in small, constrained tree wells. A

similar detail was used on the nearby Western
Avenue corridor, and new trees in that corridor

are doing very well after approximately 7 years.
The River Street construction contract includes a
2 year establishment, watering, and guarantee
period for the new trees.
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Typica! street tree planting detail

Tubman Square (3 trees to be removed / 4 trees to be transplanted / 14 new trees to be planted)

Norman Tubman Square is the triangular area
formed by River Street, Kinnalrd Street, and
Pleasant Street. In its existing condition, the
central planted area is not accessible to the
public, and the geometry of the nearby
intersection is characterized by a very long
crosswalk and an oblique angle traffic merge
from Pleasant Street which can cause pedestrian
safety issues. At the rear of the triangle, a
section ofK.innaird Street has been closed for

several years for construction purposes. Tubman Square Existing Condition

The proposed design includes the permanent
closure of the short section ofKinnaird Street
described above, and a significant enlargement of

the Square itself. The redesign greatly shortens
the pedestrian crossing distance of Pleasant

Street, and organizes the 3-way intersection of

River/Pleasant/Cottage. In response to
neighborhood feedback, the Square will become
entirely accessible to public use, serving as a
local focal point with extensive seating,
plantings, and lighting; and playful elements.
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As part of construction, 3 trees will be
removed, and 4 smaller trees will be
relocated to Riverside Press Park. The
design includes 14 new trees, which will be
planted in structural soil and watered by a
permanent automatic irrigation system.

Rendering of proposed Tubman Square - looking east

Carl Barren Plaza (8 trees to be removed / 1 8 new trees to be planted)

The City's design team performed extensive public outreach over the past several years
concerning redesign of the Plaza, which is the main public open space in Central Square. A
common theme which the City heard throughout this process, was a desire to "open up" the
Plaza so that it was more welcoming to all members of the community, and to make the space
more flexible and useable.

The design team was sensitive to the
benefit that the existing trees in the
Plaza provide. The designers attempted
to meet the community's goals for the
Plaza, while also preserving the existing
trees in their current locations.

Unfortunately, the current configuration
of elevated planters was seen by much
of the public as creating the type of
walled-offand subdivided space which
limited the usefulness of the Plaza and

made it unwelcoming. In addition, the
condition of trees in elevated planters was not seen as sustainable in terms of long-term tree

health.

A new design for Carl Barron Plaza was therefore created, which includes an expansion of the
Plaza into what is today the MBTA bus bays adjacent to Green Street. To meet community
goals as described above, the design provides a combination of fixed furniture and raoveable

Carl Barren Plaza - existing condition showing elevated planters



furniture, as well as a seating element which
can double as a small stage. The design is
intended to accommodate planned and

impromptu performances, temporary art-

shows, small-scale food vending, and other

types ofchangeable uses mentioned by the

community during the planning process.

The design includes the planting of 18 new
trees, and these will all be planted at 4.5"
minimum caliper; with 6 of the trees to be
planted at 6"-6.5" caliper. All planting areas

are to be underlain by extensive structural
planting soil and a new irrigation system.
These features should allow the new trees to
reach full maturity and canopy extent, which
has not been achieved by the existing trees
due to their constrained planter condition.
Tree plantings have been maximized to the
extent possible, but were necessarily limited
by existing underground utilities, including a
major MWRA water transmission main in
the "new" expansion area of the Plaza.

P/an view of proposed Carl Barren Plaza

Photo rendering of proposed Car! Barren Plaza

Transplanting of Carl Bairon Plaza trees

During the Tree Hearing process, a number of comments were received which recommended
transplanting the existing Plaza trees elsewhere in the City. The City's Urban Forestry Division
unfortunately finds this idea to be infeasible. The trees at Carl Barren Plaza have been growing
in a confined space for nearly 30 years. Their roots arc most likely growing in a circulating
way which is probably girdling the trees. It is also noted that the trees have not put on much
growth in the past 10 years or so.

Based on industry standards, it is recommended that there be 10"-12" inches of root ball for

every caliper inch of tree in order to support planting. It is expected that it would be very
difficult to achieve a root ball large enough to support successfully transplanting the trees at
Carl Barron Plaza.

Phased implwitation of the Plaza

A number of comments were received asking if the Plaza construction could be phased to allow
for the existing and new trees to co-exist for some period of time. This would allow shade and
other benefits from the existing trees to continue while the new trees grew. Unfortunately, this
is not a feasible option. As mentioned above, the new trees will be provided with significant



supporting infrastructure, including substantial structural soil volumes, and an extensive
subsurface irrigation system. This requires essentially excavating the entire Plaza, in phases, to
a depth of several feet, building it back up with the new infrastructure, and then, lastly, planting
the new trees. This work could not be accomplished with the existing trees in place in their
raised structural planters.

In addition, a number of the new trees and other plaza features are located within the same
horizontal space as the existing trees, (although they will be "at-grade" and not elevated.) So co-
existence of existing trees, new trees, and construction of other features such as footings for the

proposed sculptural ribbon and seating would not be possible.

RECOMMENDATION :
While I am concerned with and take issue with the removal of healthy trees, after reviewing the
project background provided by the Engineering Division; the recommendations of the City
Engineer and the Commissioner of Public Works; and the proposed mitigation for the tree
removals, including the additional tree plantings; it is my recommendation that the 34 street
trees along River Street and at Carl Barren Plaza be removed in order for the project to proceed.


















































































